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About Square Mile Events

Square Mile Events was founded on the premise that cookie cutters 
should be reserved for baking – not events! 
 
We create events based on each client’s personal planning needs. We 
strive to make the client’s vision a reality, while at the same time 
shouldering the details and interfacing with carefully selected 
vendors. 
 
Our years of experience help guarantee that your event will be a 
memorable, stress-free occasion, enjoyed by all who attend. 



The Process

Once a couple decides on the level of service best suited to support 
their wedding planning process they will receive a contract with an 
itemized overview of services included.   
 
When the signed contract and 50% deposit are received, we collect all 
pertinent wedding information and build out Google Doc templates to 
track the wedding details. 
 
We also ask each couple to fill out a couple profile so that we can 
better understand your specific style, planning needs and wedding 
goals. 
 
The 50% balance is due one week before the wedding date.  A la carte 
services can be added on to the planning process after the initial 
contract is signed if a couple needs additional support with a specific 
wedding related task not covered by the contract. 
 
The week before the wedding, owner Joanna Lenck will reach out to all 
wedding vendors to make sure all wedding day details are finalized. 
 
On the day of the wedding two Square Mile Events associates will 
manage the wedding day from load in through load out at the very end 
of the evening. 



Recognition

We usually prefer to be in the background ensuring the success of our 
events, but are very proud of the public recognition we have received 
for our work. 



Real Brides

Jane + Matt 
10.13.17 
Brooklyn Botanic Garden 

Joanna was a godsend. Even if your venue has a coordinator, 
you NEED her services. On your wedding day, do you want to 
be setting up decor, dealing with the inevitable hiccups and 
running down the street to pickup the forgotten decor item -- 
or do you want to be drinking champagne with your girls and 
celebrating with your husband? I am a type A, get it done 
kinda girl, but there is no level of bride that can execute her 
own wedding. We used Joanna for the month-of package (as I 
learned from her, there is no such thing as day-of coordinating 
really!) and I'm sure when my sister gets married we'll hire her 
for the whole planning period. As I sat down with my new 
husband and closest friends at our afterparty -- while Joanna 
and her team loaded all the decor items, wedding cake, bags, 
and more back into our house, leaving my family and friends 
free to celebrate with me -- I knew that hiring Joanna was the 
best decision we made in all our planning. 

Margaret + Chairatch 
10.14.17 
The Mansion at Natirar 

To say that Joanna and the team at Square Mile Events are 
experts at wedding planning is an understatement! My 
fiancé (now husband) and I hired Joanna as a month of 
planner to help us make sure that all aspects of the 
wedding were on target and executed seamlessly since both 
our work/travel/personal schedules were going to be super 
hectic as the big day approached. As an events professional 
myself having done events for some of the best luxury 
brands in the industry, my expectations probably would 
have seemed unreasonable for some wedding planners - 
i.e.- every detail needed to be on point and flawless. 
Working with Joanna was a JOY - I would not hesitate to 
work with her personally or professionally for any special 
events! She was super communicative throughout the entire 
wedding planning process and asked all the right questions. 
She was great at navigating all the details, sensitive topics, 
paperwork and questions from all of our vendors. The 
wedding day itself was so smooth and there wasn't an inch 
of worry that she would take care of everything. She was 
extremely professional throughout the journey and also fun 
to hang out with! If you're looking for a team that is going 
to go above and beyond to help you plan your big day, you 
should stop looking now and just hire Square Mile Events! 



Packages & Pricing

Day of Coordination 
$2,500 

 
Partial Wedding 

Planning Event Services 
$3,750 

 
Full Service Wedding 

Planning & Event Design 
$5,000



Day of Coordination
for the couple who have booked all of their vendors but want help 

 pulling it all together for the big day  

Planner collects pertinent wedding information once retainer and signed contract has 
been received. Planning communication with vendors begins four weeks out from 
wedding date. 

Guidance on wedding etiquette 
Fine tune wedding details including but not limited to wedding menu, music 
and speeches, timeline, beauty schedule, transportation, floor plan, alphabetical 
and table number organization of guest list 
Final tie down of logistical details with event vendors via e-mail
Walk through of venue (if planner has not worked at the venue previously)
Reconciliation of wedding budget  

Pre-Event 

Joanna Lenck and a Square Mile Events Staff Member to manage load in, day of 
logistics and load out at the end of the evening 
Coordination of all deliveries and installations with vendors
Adherence to wedding timeline to ensure elements are incorporated according 
to schedule
Ceremony layout with reserved seating and programs
Layout and alphabetizing of escort cards
Final design and layout of table centerpieces and linens based on bride’s design
Distribution of final vendor payments and tips on-site
Guest management on site
Management and distribution of wedding favors 
Collection of guest gifts, decor items and envelopes on site to be returned to 
couple's hotel room or as directed 
Troubleshooting day-of wedding questions as needed 
Coordination of the return of all rental elements post-event 
Four-tier Wedding Emergency Kit  

Day-of Event Management

À La Carte options available upon request 



Partial Wedding Planning Services
for the couple who have booked some of their vendors but wants help finding additional vendors that 

align with their vision and who wants help pulling it all together for the big day 

Planner collects pertinent wedding information once retainer and signed contract has 
been received. Planning communication with vendors begins three months out from 
wedding date. 

Guidance on wedding etiquette
Assistance with vendor research and selection
Review of vendor contracts 
Event design and planning recommendations 
Management of wedding documents including but not limited to: guest list, 
vendor recommendation list, budget tracker, confirmed vendor contacts, master 
to do list, floor plan and day-of timeline
Deposit and vendor payment management
Oversee vendor meeting calls and email communication
Final tie down with event vendors via e-mail  

Pre-Event 

Joanna Lenck and a Square Mile Events Staff Member to manage load in, day of 
logistics and load out at the end of the evening  
Transport of event decor materials to and from venue
Coordination of all deliveries and installations with vendors
Adherence to wedding timeline to ensure elements are incorporated based on 
schedule
Ceremony layout with reserved seating and programs
Layout and alphabetizing of escort cards
Final design & layout of table centerpieces and linens based on bride’s design
Distribution of final vendor payments and tips on-site (Joanna Lenck to handle)
Guest management on site
Management and distribution of wedding favors 
Collection of guest gifts, decor items and envelopes on site to be returned to 
couple's hotel room or as directed 
Troubleshooting day-of wedding questions as needed 
Coordination of the return of all rental elements post-event
Four-tier Wedding Emergency Kit 
Coordination of the return of all rental elements post-event 

Day-of Event Management

Follow up with vendors that have partial services pending (delivery of final 
product from photographer, etc.)  

Post-Event

À La Carte options available upon request 



Full Service Wedding Planning & Event Design Services 
for the busy couple looking for a full-time professional to curate all vendors and oversee 

every aspect of their wedding 

Guidance on wedding etiquette
Assistance with vendor research, selection and contract review
Event dećor and design recommendations
Deposit and vendor payment management
Catering and menu selection
Staging and audio/visual elements
Lighting design
Preparation/assembly, distribution and management of save-the-dates and 
invitations
Floor plan layout and seating recommendations
Management of wedding documents including but not limited to: guest list, 
vendor recommendation list, budget tracker, confirmed vendor contacts, master 
to do list, floor plan, photography shot list, music selection, day-of timeline
3 in-person site visits to wedding venue
1 site visit to each vendor’s studio including chef, cake designer, florist and 
dress boutique
Coordination of the return of all rental elements post-event
Advice on event insurance and vendor contract reviews 
Storage of event decor elements
Customized planning timeline with monthly and weekly milestone reminders
Specialty entertainment and celebrity bookings 
Final tie down with event vendors via e-mail
Coordination and communication with bridal party for wedding week
Set up and manage all hotel blocks for out-of-town guests
Assistance with creating a wedding website 
Assistance with setting up wedding registries and honeymoon planning tools  

Pre-Event 



Full Service Wedding Planning & Event Design Services 
continued

Walk through of ceremony during rehearsal with coordinator and officiant (week 
of event)
Joanna Lenck and a Square Mile Events Staff Member to manage load in, day of 
logistics and load out at the end of the evening  
Transport of event decor materials to and from venue
Coordination of all deliveries and installations with vendors
Adherence to wedding timeline to ensure elements are incorporated according 
to schedule
Serve as point person for all wedding vendors and bridal party
Ceremony layout with reserved seating and programs
Layout and alphabetizing of escort cards
Final design and layout of table centerpieces and linens based on bride’s design
Distribution of final vendor payments and tips on-site (Joanna Lenck to handle)
Guest management on site
Oversee room “flip” if ceremony, cocktail hour and reception space are shared
Cue all music changes and speeches throughout the day
Management and distribution of wedding favors 
Collection of wedding gifts, envelopes and decor elements to be brought back 
to couple's hotel room or as directed 
Four-tier Wedding Emergency Kit 
Troubleshooting day-of wedding questions
Coordinate logistics of after party (if applicable)  

Day-of Event Management

Coordination of the return of all rental elements post-event
Assistance with post-event budget tracking
Follow up with vendors that have partial services pending (delivery of final 
product from photographer, etc.)  

Post-Event

À La Carte options available upon request 



À La Carte Options 

Wedding Errands: $35/hour, as per client's prior approval 
(If not covered by applicable package services description) 
 
Engagement/Proposal Styling and Coordination: $200 
 
Wedding Rehearsal: $200 
 
Seating Chart and Management of Dietary Restrictions: $200 
 
Wedding Website Creation and Management: $200 
 
Out of Town Guest Management (Hotel Blocks + Welcome Bags): $250 
 
Invitation Assembly, Mailing and RSVP Tracking: $250 
 
Bridal Shower Planning + Management: $400 
 
Rehearsal Dinner Planning + Management: $400 
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